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The story of the end-of-life experience of a palliative care physician who helped thousands of
patients to die well.We all die. Most of us spend the majority of our lives ignoring this
uncomfortable truth, but Dr. Larry Librach dedicated his life and his career to helping his patients
navigate their final journey. Then, in April 2013, Larry was diagnosed with terminal pancreatic
cancer.Unlike the majority of us, Larry knew the death he wanted. He wanted to die at home,
surrounded by his family: his wife of forty years, his children, and his grandchildren. He did. He
was peaceful and calm at the end. Larry proved that the “good death” isn’t a myth. It can be
done, and he showed us how.Ever the teacher, Larry made his last journey a teachable moment
on how to die the best death possible, even with a pernicious disease. As hard as it is to guide
patients toward dying well, it is far harder to live those precepts day by day as the clock ticks
down to one’s own death, but Larry, together with author Phil Dwyer, chronicled his final journey
with courage and humour.

Conversations on Dying is more than just a compelling read. It is Larry Librach's last great
lesson  in living―the importance of dying with dignity. Larry's compassion and sense of humor
are palpable throughout leaving readers, physicians and patients alike, both the wiser and the
more aware. It will cause you to look at end of life care and needs, even if you don't want to. ― Dr.
Marla Shapiro, Medical Consultant, CTV NewsIn Conversations on Dying Phil Dwyer guides us
through the death of Dr. Larry Librach and infuses new colour and life into issues of patient
centric care and palliative medicine. Both Dwyer and Librach show tremendous courage and
generosity throughout the book, inviting us to witness their vulnerability and pain in their own
examinations of mortality. Dwyer‘s narration is equal parts poetic and practical, using the energy
of storytelling to offer concrete direction to patients, family members and providers facing life-
and-death decisions in contemporary healthcare. ― Julie Devaney, author of My Leaky BodyIt
might surprise you to discover that a book about death could be so brimming with life. A
beautifully hopeful story of love, family and friendship and an undeniable argument for
compassion at the end of life. ― Charlotte Gill, author of LadykillerPhil Dwyer's Conversations on
Dying is at once a testament to the beauty that can be found in the ending of a life and a call for
reform in how we as individuals and a society face death. ― The Lancet Oncology ReviewWhat
do we talk about when we talk about dying? Usually anything but. For Phil Dwyer and palliative
care pioneer Dr. Larry Librach, however, no aspect of the ultimate taboo subject is off limits.
Their conversations would be remarkable if they took place at a safe distance from the edge of
the abyss; the fact that they unfold as Dr. Librach is in the process of dying and Dwyer is facing
up to his own grief deepens the work immeasurably, resulting in a profoundly moving and
necessary book. ― Alissa York, author of Fauna and The NaturalistIt seems strange to call this



book rejuvenating, since it peers so intently at mortality. But Conversations on Dying is just that.
It reminds us that death is as natural a part of life as is birth, and craves our thoughtful attention.
The wisdom contained in these pages is irrefutable, and urges a candid approach to death that
eases suffering for the person leaving, and for the loved ones left behind. ― Kristen den Hartog,
author of The Occupied Garden and And Me Among ThemLarry proved that the “good death”
isn't a myth. It can be done, and in the pages of Conversations on Dying he showed us how. ―
Midwest Book ReviewA conversation worth reading. ― Journal of Palliative MedicineAbout the
AuthorPhil Dwyer’s journalism, essays, travel writing, and fiction have been published in over
fifteen international titles, including The Financial Times, The Times (of London), and the Globe
and Mail. He is an alumnus of the Humber School for Writers. He lives in Toronto.
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Robert Sterling, “Informative and Touching. I bought the book partly because, full disclosure, Phil
and I worked together 15 years ago, but also because I'm interested in hospice and palliative
medicine topics. I'm glad I read it. I'm the digital director at an ad agency with a number of health
care clients, and I do some work with palliative care and hospice care providers. It can be a
struggle for me because my priorities are usually arranged to generate new patient volumes –
commerce – whereas palliative care physicians (more so than most physicians) seem averse to
viewing what they do as a commercial enterprise. We talk past each other, a lot. Conversations
on Dying does a lot to provide a history and a context for palliative care in Canada and the UK,
and it helped me connect some dots about how it works in the US, where I live. I think I'll do a
better job of communicating with palliative physicians in the future, and that alone justifies
reading the book.But the book does a lot more than that. Phil does a great job of presenting
Larry Librach as a vibrant person with an important legacy. Larry's dying, of course, and dying is
sad. The book conveys the distress so many (including Phil) felt at Larry Librach's death – the
process of his dying – and it is emotionally powerful. I have a habit of reading books in bars and
more than a few times, sitting on a stool at a bar, I had to clench and unclench my jaw to keep
the tears at bay, because it's one thing to read a book at a bar but quite another to cry at a
bar.So, bottom line: I liked it. It was worthwhile and touching. I'll probably read it again in a few
months.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Excellent”

IreneA, “Compelling, Insightful, Timely. Informative and deeply moving, Dwyer weaves stories of
his brother’s harrowing end of life with lessons and insights from a pioneer in palliative care who
faces his own untimely death. In asking what constitutes a good death, Dwyer provides an
engaging and elegant examination of the challenges we face, both as individuals and as a
society, while deftly illustrating how palliative care possesses the tools and skills to relieve
suffering for a humane, respectful passing.The urgency of this issue is undeniable. For example,
despite forty-two years of formalized, quality palliative care in Canada, only 15% of Canadians
who need it are lucky enough to receive it. This is a stark reality, where ignorance, lack of
political will, and outdated health-care models deprive the dying of what should be a
fundamental and guaranteed human right: the right to a humane, dignified, and gentle end of
life.Conversations on Dying provides a compelling, insightful, and timely contribution to this
crucial issue that all of us will face.”

Halli Villegas, “A necessary book. Conversations on Dying (Dundurn, 2016), by Phil Dwyer is a
necessary book. Although its subject matter, end of life and palliative care, is difficult,
Conversations on Dying is not. The intertwining of clinical fact, personal anecdote and the
conversation of the title with a pioneer of palliative care brings to the subject a rare humour and



humanity. A wonderful book to begin the conversation with, if you find yourself already in the
midst of the discussion, Conversations on Dying is the friend who has been through it before
and will help you on the journey. - Full disclosure - I read the book in an early version as well as
the published one. It only became better with each reading. I wish that I had Conversations on
Dying when I went through the long process of death with my grandmother.”

Ebook Library Reader, “This book is an excellent tool to raise awareness of the deficiencies in
the .... An absorbing, moving and very well-written book. The author was presented with a
unique opportunity to tackle the complex issues surrounding the palliative care of people with
terminal illness and has managed to make it essentially "Larry`s Book" rather than his own. You
are compellingly drawn into the lives of both Larry and Phil, both of whom have faced death and
dying in different circumstances. Although the author reflects on his own experiences (the death
of his brother from cancer and having a heart attack himself), he manages to weave both "story"
lines together in a way that always defers to Larry. This book is an excellent tool to raise
awareness of the deficiencies in the care of the dying both in the UK and Canada - and possible
other countries also.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Honest. Great book written with empathy and honesty”

IreneA, “Compelling, Insightful, Timely. Informative and deeply moving, Dwyer weaves stories of
his brother’s harrowing end of life with lessons and insights from a pioneer in palliative care who
faces his own untimely death. In asking what constitutes a good death, Dwyer provides an
engaging and elegant examination of the challenges we face, both as individuals and as a
society, while deftly illustrating how palliative care possesses the tools and skills to relieve
suffering for a humane, respectful passing.The urgency of this issue is undeniable. Despite forty-
two years of formalized, quality palliative care in Canada, only 15% of Canadians who need it
are lucky enough to receive it. This is a stark reality, where ignorance, lack of political will, and
outdated health-care models deprive the dying of what should be a fundamental and
guaranteed human right: the right to a humane, dignified, and gentle end of life.Conversations
on Dying provides a compelling, insightful, and timely contribution to this crucial issue that all of
us will face.”

Sue Down, “Four Stars. pleased with purchase...I look forward to reading...quickly delivered”

Michy K, “Great. Informative.  Makes you think about the care for the dying”

The book by Peter Spiers has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 22 people have provided feedback.
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